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About This Game

Your goal is to confront and destroy the Demon and locate the lost
Crown of Peace. You will roam your once-beautiful land, routing out

the Demon's hateful minions, solving the mysteries of the fortress,
and moving ever closer to your final encounter with the Demon. Summon

your courage and raise your sword for a fight to the death.

Features:

7 Levels: At the Gates; Underdark, a cavern realm of molten lava;
Chambers of Torment, the dungeons of the fortress; The Commoners Quarters;

Garden of Eternity, the fortress courtyard; The King's Quarters; The Dragon's Den

Wage war with swords, axes, magic, and explosive weaponry through nine quests, seven
levels and five sublevels of the ultimate hack-and-slash action.

Fight for your clan and your world as one of four unique characters each possessing
distinct skills and abilities.

Casts spells, unravel puzzles, interact with extraordinary characters and destroy evil incarnate.

When you launch Clans, you will see a window pop up:

"Please insert the CLANS CD! Hit OK when done, or Cancel if you don't want any music."

This is an olde school Diablo type game, back in the days when games were run with the CD inserted. The interesting feature of
this particular game is that the

contents of the original CD contained only the music for the game. What this means is that you can put ANY music CD into
your CD player and the game will play it! If you don’t want to have music playing, simply hit ‘Cancel’ and the game will launch.

Have fun!

The original CD audio has been added to the game files. If you want to hear the original soundtrack, you will have to navigate to
your Steam directory where the game files for Clans reside. You will find a folder called "Clans music", and the audio files are

in there. Then you will have to burn an audio CD and put into your CD drive.
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i love any japanese game so this took me by surprise i really enjoyed playing it.

as a story based game i found it to be real to life and i recomend anyone to get this. If you've played any browser-based
Pokémon rip-off, you've already played this game.

All they've added is an unresponsive UI (I can't even collect gold from my gold mine) and real money into the mix. Oh and let's
not forget to add an awful mobile energy system!

Kinda like how they made an awful MMO with all the failings of many other bad MMOs, but the difference is they threw realy
money into the mix.

If you really like this kind of game, do yourself a favor and play Pokémon instead. Or Siralim, Siralim is legit.. I love this game
it's so amazing,but I would really appreciate it if you could make a setting that you could switch to the old graphic.. Not much to
says, quite short but the plots are not bad at all as previous game.. Pretty dank... I guess people don't like it. I do. At the
beginning it's a little weird but aftewards, it becomes more enjoyable.. wow

JUST WOW. You cannot erase your saved game and re-start. 7W:AAM has no replay value. Had I know that I would not
bought it.
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very good game. Amazing Adventures Around the World is another fun, find-the-object game from PopCap. The game features
attractive graphics but an unfortunately low viewing resolution of only 800x600 stretched to fullscreen. The gameplay is brisk,
the music appropriate and their are both a collectible and bonus game added on to each one of the campaigns 25 missions.
Unfortunately both widescreen resolutions and the Steam Overlay are not supported. Overall however, Amazing Adventures
Around the World delivers what it promises, an entertaining albeit flawed puzzle game.. Fun game.
Has potential, but not that many people playing. Hopefully that changes in the future.. This game was pretty fun up until that
boss "puzzle". It is unbeatable. I cannot finish this game. DO. NOT. BUY. IT. VERY VERY UNSATISFYING.. As others have
said, conquering Persia IRL is easier than this campaign.. Consider it as a required element of the game. If you buy it, you will
not need to play another weapon ever again.
You ask why? Because it is the RIPPER!. This adventure has an interesting graphics style, but that\u2019s about all. Unintuitive
puzzles, uninteresting music and boring dialogs made the game quite a chore to finish. I just couldn\u2019t attune to it.. It is a
competent racing game. The graphics are pretty good and it controls well, and sounds are good. However it just does not hold a
torch to a far superior game like Dirt 3 or Grid 2. It is tied with Shoot Many Robots for having the most mind bendingly generic
awful rock music that makes me want to tear my ears off and throw them in a piranha tank, but I suppose that can be fixed at
my own disposal by turning off in-game music (which hopefully it allows) and playing my own tunes in Windows media player.
The worst complaint I have about the game is that even if you run a perfect race you usually still only finish first ahead of the
second place car by a few seconds or less.

If you want the best off-road racing game, buy Dirt 3. If you want the best track racing game, buy Grid 2 or NFS Shift. Still,
this game is definitely fun and I only paid a dollar for it on sale and that was a steal for a game that is a 7/10,. This game is like
ramming a cactus up your♥♥♥♥♥♥and then removing the splines with a blowtorch.

Very very painful to play.

-Pay to win system
-grindfest
-matchmaking is just you and bots
-when you do find a human player he has OP pay to win weapons

Could of spent 4.3hrs of my life watching paint dry for more entertainment than this game.
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